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PISCES 7 Day SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL OBSERVANCE 

 
In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones Unfolding the Soul of Humanity 

 

BRIDGE OF GLORY - Roerich 

“It is indeed and in truth from glory to glory that we go.”  (EP-I, 314) 

PISCES – THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD 

The Light of the World.  This is the light revealing the Light of Life itself.  It forever ends the 

darkness of matter. (EA, 330)   
֍ 

 

“Christ in us is born anew” in the times and seasons we rhythmically and intentionally set apart for 

simultaneous group meditation, group approach and entry into the Mysteries. In our deepened Soul work, 

heightened alignments and contact with Those Who know, we are shown more upon “the Way”. 

The “new Mind of Christ” in due time becomes the “Risen Christ” as the twelve potencies of the Heart 

Chalice are stimulated, awakened and conferred—in due course and time fully opening, revealing the inner 

God, a Son-of-God, to walk upon the planes of earth “serving and saving”.    

As we consciously tread the Way round the zodiac, absorbing and distributing its energies, the True Soul – 

the encoded "Risen Christ comes forth” in ever greater strength, measure and glory. We become What We 

Are – in fact and in Truth, a microcosm of the ONE SELF: “I am as God created Me”. 
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Throughout each month, potently heightened during the 7 Day Full Moon periods, we make conscious 

contact with the energy of the Angels of the Signs (working in concert with the Solar Angel), stimulating a 

corresponding petal in the Chalice of the Heart. 

 

 

“When the Consciousness awakens, the Chalice resounds.”  

(Infinity, Vol II, para 69) 

 

“The unfoldment and expansion of the petals of the Chalice are subject to the awakening of 

consciousness.  It is very beneficial to use the word “awaken” because that is what 

consciousness does. There is only one Cosmic Consciousness that slumbers in all life forms and 

gradually awakens in the successive kingdoms until it reaches to a degree what we call human 

consciousness.  Human consciousness is but a small percentage of the awakening process, and it 

can continue awakening until it becomes the Consciousness of Masters, Chohans and Great 

Entities of the Universe.  … On the human level, when the consciousness awakens more and 

more, it makes the Chalice expand and fill with the treasures collected by the awakening 

consciousness.  This is why pure esotericism emphasizes the expansion of consciousness …”  

Torkom Saraydarian 
 

ʘ 

SUGGESTION regarding the MEDITATION proper: 

Note: Hold these meditation instructions “lightly”.  They are a ‘form’ and as is true of all forms, 

they may naturally be adapted to the need and demand of the hour.  Also, once learned, the 

meditations can be abbreviated. Be aware of what is happening rather than attempting to make 

something happen.  Doing the meditation as described whilst simultaneously letting go allows 

for the Angelic participation and for the Great Ones to influence our minds with Ideas from the 

Universal Mind – the Mind of God. In this way, we allow the Real to come forth.  

Note: You may want to play the OM (from the website) at least once prior to or during the formal 

meditation that follows to attune the vehicles to higher vibration.  The pieces selected from 

Harold Moses are Hz notes corresponding with the most predominant ray energy pouring 

through the Constellation at this time. 
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CREATIVE MEDITATION 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE POURING THROUGH ALL THE CENTERS” and the SACRED 

WORD, OM 

◊ We now come into the living (vibratory) peaceful Presence of the Soul; through the conscious breath 

of Life pouring through all the Centers, we sound the SACRED WORD, OM. 

◊ Consciously attune with the Life energy of Pisces, streaming into our Solar System through the Heart of 

the Sun … and the Mother of the World, to the Earth, through Shambhala (where the Will of God is 

Known), through the Christ and the Spiritual Hierarchy (where the Love of God is Known), to the Soul 

of Humanity (where the Intelligence of God is expressed) and through the lower Kingdoms of nature. 

Standing in the down-flow of these Life energies, we breathe the “Breath of Life” pouring through the 

Crown Center and all the Centers …. irradiating, infusing and suffusing all the bodies of the lower 

vehicles (mental body, astral body and etheric/physical body).  OM 

◊ With a conscious “Breath of Life pouring through all the Centers", AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred 

Word, OM, disturbing and loosening, dissolving and releasing atoms of lesser vibration. 

◊ Then, with conscious, intense spiritual Aspiration (inwardly reaching/attuning as high as we can) – 

breathe in the "Breath of Life", drawing in atoms of higher vibration, whilst SILENTLY sounding the 

Sacred Word, OM, pouring through all the Centers.  Sense new Life pouring in … balancing … 

enlivening … and healing. 

Take a moment to realize that every intentional, conscious Breath of Life with the sacred 

WORD OM sounding forth is a deeper entry into the True Soul (the Soul Self) — making a 

truer and fuller contact with Reality, further awakening and expanding our Awareness, 

parting the veils to Its Ever-Presence, and creating a wider bridge for True Soul contact, 

infusion and descent.  

II. CONNECTING AND CO-OPERATING WITH THE ANGELS 

◊ Remembering the ‘ever Presence’ of the Solar Angel, we now focus our attention on the Crown Center 

above the Head – the “Twelve-petaled Heart in the Head” of the 1000-petaled Lotus.  OM.  

◊ With conscious intent, we come into resonance with the Angel(s) of the 12th Petal (of Pisces) and the 

ever-Presence of the Solar Angel, calling us into vibratory relationship. OM ◊  In the moments that 

follow, let us breathe with the vital Presence of the Angels as Their lighted Intelligence, loving Presence, 

and specialized Powers touch and work with us. OM  ◊  On an out-breath, SILENTLY sound forth the 

Sacred Word, OM, as renewing Life energy pours through all the Centers … irradiating the mental body, 

infusing the emotional body, and suffusing the vital etheric body. 
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◊ As “the Breath of Life pours through all the Centers”, follow with awareness this vital Life 

energy flowing from the Crown Center – pausing at the Ajna … Throat (Alta Major) … and Heart 

Center … continuing on through the lower centers —gently cleansing, infusing and heightening each 

Center with new Life.   

The energy flows naturally on its own … with a portion flowing out through the minor chakras in 

the soles of the feet into the earth "Blessing the Earth upon which we walk".   

◊ With the next in-breath of Life, SILENTLY sound the Sacred WORD, sensing the energy rising, 

and lifting, through each of the Centers … re-ascending up the central spinal column … returning 

Home whence it came to the Crown, completing the divine circulatory flow.  Pause. 

Note: Force nothing, simply follow and allow.  Afterwards, some may experience this 

energy as a great ovoid, a torus of dynamic circulating energy, a perpetual fountain 

descending and ascending, flowing in all directions.  Pause. 

Here within our own Body is a great real and symbolic Truth of the Pilgrim’s journey - the 

Monad (Spirit) in extension, journeying forth from on High deep into matter, for the 

purpose of “saving and redeeming” on our return to the Father’s Home – the Crown.  

◊ For a few moments now, “Let us BE” in the radiant flow of circulating energy – standing in this 

fountain of down-pouring and up-rising energies … achieving that sense of constancy and 

continuity of filled-fullness ... giving and receiving.  

 

◊ In timing that is right for you, sound forth the sacred Word, OM, sealing (and confirming) the 

new vibration.  

OM 

† 

 

Continue this Meditation below with the Soul Star Group for our group approach to Divinity 
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III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – Group Soul Infusion and Linking with the Greater Groups 

 

“THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS” 

 

A Unified “Group Approach to Divinity” 

 

 

◊ In the expanded, enlivened state in 

which we now resonate, let us widen 

our awareness to see ourselves standing 

inside a large circle of Souls, gathered 

and gathering with other Participating 

Souls as the “Soul Star Group”— 

purposed to work in “Group Approach to 

Divinity” with “The Christ” and “The 

Great Ones”.  Let us see all Souls 

herein gathered as radiant spheres of 

living, lighted Love and Holy Will. 

(Pause)  

 

◊ Soul to Soul, whilst sounding the 

Sacred Word, OM (silently or aloud) –

in one simultaneous movement extend a 

ray of love and light to all Souls herein 

gathered, together forming “one great 

expanding sphere of Lighted Love”—

energized and infused with all our Soul 

qualities, Soul Ray powers and Virtues.   

◊  Sound forth the sacred Word OM sealing in the new group vibration.    

—Let us be aware we are One Mind, One Heart, One Body — One Group Soul.  

† 

Continuing 
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IV. COMING INTO RESONANCE WITH THE CHRIST AND HIS ASHRAM (The Spiritual Hierarchy) 

 

◊ We turn our faces now to the five-

pointed Star that is the symbol of The 

Christ, standing in the Center. 

 

◊ Allowing our subtle senses to open … 

sense (revealed or imagined) a field of 

Love and Power that is The Presence of 

the Christ and His Disciples and “the 

great potency of the inner Groups”— the 

49 Centers —the Ashrams of the Christ 

… surrounding Him as dynamic, pulsing 

points of energy – of Light, Love and holy 

Will. 

 

◊ We remember His Words: “When two 

or more are gathered in My Name, There 

Am I Also.” 

 

◊ Together and as One, we beam forth a 

Ray of Love straight to the Heart of the 

Christ standing ever at the Centre – 

Teacher and Leader alike of Angels and of 

Men …  OM 

Sense the great “Heart of Love and Life” emanating, infusing and magnifying His radiance through all 

“Participating Soul Groups” committed to distributing Love and the outworking of the Plan of God. 

We see His Star shining forth from the magnetic Center 

 

In This Light … In This Love … In His Life, we Stand. 

Let us “Be with Him—As He Is with Us” 

 

◊ As a Group, we now pause to receive the return flow of Love, Light and Will-to-Good Power.   

 

Take time now to feel and sense into the Soul Star Group pulsing as one beating Heart in unified 

vibration, filled with the Love and Virtue of the Christ.     

 

◊ As One “Breath of Life”, let us sound forth the Sacred Word OM … feeling with our subtle senses new 

life-giving vibrations infusing and flowing through the Soul Star Group and all Groups gathered in 

His Name. 
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◊ One with 1000’s of radiant spheres of Group Lights and Love, we turn to face the world for Blessing 

the Earth, blessing the Soul of Humanity, blessing all Soul-inspired projects and activities – for 

redeeming and uplifting this World. 

 

TOGETHER, we SOUND THE GREAT INVOCATION – visualizing our Soul Star Group as a conduit 

for receiving and giving the energies of the Christ, extending His Love and Power resounding through the 

Heart and Soul of Humanity … infusing and irradiating the World with the power of His Love, Light 

and Holy Will. 

 

THE GREAT INVOCATION 
 

The Sacred Word, OM  

Is sounded three times – Once each for Light, Love and Power 

 

(Through this dynamic visualization and sounding forth, the soul of Humanity is enlivened and 

evoked into fuller expression).   

† 

 

 

◊ Throughout this day, “come here often” – consciously enter the aroma of the magnanimous Soul Star 

infused with Piscean Christ energy…  

 
 

 

ʘ 

 

Continue below with the CONTEMPLATIVE DIAMOND SOUL STUDY and PRACTICE FOR DAY ONE  
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IV. CONTEMPLATIVE READING and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE 

 

◊ PISCES — THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.  This is the light revealing the Light of Life itself.  It 

forever ends the darkness of matter. (EA, 330)   

 

 

 

THE WORD OF THE SOUL: “I leave the 

Father’s Home and turning back, I save.” (EA, 

654) 

 

“The Lords of Will and Sacrifice come down into 

manifestation, sacrificing their high position and 

opportunities upon the higher planes of 

manifestation in order to redeem matter and 

raise the lives by which it is informed to the 

status of themselves… This is the subjective 

purpose, underlying the sacrifice of these 

divine Lives Who are Ourselves Essentially, 

Who are qualified by knowledge, love and 

will, and animated by ceaseless persevering 

devotion.” (EA, 116) (italics and capitalizations are 

added for emphasis) 

CONTEMPLATE 

 

 

CONTEMPLATION FOR DEEPER SOUL IMPRESSION IN THE ENERGY OF PISCES 

OUR DIVINE ORIGINS and the “SAVING FORCE” 

The Word of the Soul: “Leaving the father’s Home and turning back, we save”.   

Let us “remember” What and Who we truly are.  

Our Divine Origins.  Scriptures of all the great world religions and ancient Wisdom Teachings 

throughout the Ages have voiced we are Sons and Daughters of God made in the image of God.  In 

the language of spiritual science, we are fractals of “the Greater Life in Whom we live and move 

and have our being”.  In the writings of the Master DK, we are reminded that the spark of Mind – 

Christ Consciousness – is embedded and encoded in each and every atom of substance. 

William Blake – Stairway to Heaven 
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Long ago, we responded to the Call of the Father (God) to help Him achieve His redemptive 

Purpose for the life and lives of planet Earth. Descending together in groups, time after time after 

time – through the space of time, we journeyed far from the Fathers Home into the dark and 

heavy, weary vales of earthen matter. We came with a mission – to redeem matter, to raise matter 

to a higher vibrational frequency by bringing our light, and now our love, and evolving Will, to 

these dark realms. Throughout our long sojourn, to accomplish this outgoing saving mission we 

gained experience and knowledge, we satisfied the needs and impulses of the body vehicles – that  

with the help of the Solar Angels, we built and perfected, life after life.  There came a time in the 

journey when we were gripped by the pull of the Soul, and made a turn (repented) on the Way, 

sensing (hearing, seeing, feeling) a great magnetic Call to return Home. 

While we are all following a Path of Return according to a central Ray, there are points along the 

Way where “leading Ones” among our humanity—more fully unfolded Sons and Daughters of 

God Who long ago made the turn obeying the (inner) Father’s Call, have pioneered modern ways 

of return for aspiring humanity.  Today, there is One among us Who – called The Christ in the 

West —and known by various names amongst the peoples of the earth, has achieved the greatest 

progress amongst the “Sons of God” during His sojourn on the Earth. So strong is His Light and 

inclusive His Love and inspiriting His Power, that He serves as Savior of the Human Race and 

now as World Teacher.  Many follow in His footsteps, yet know it not.  Many there are who know 

Him, consciously assisting to prepare the Way.  Let us be counted among them. 

Let us see ourselves as saviors, varied in our ranks of Soul unfoldment and achievement, 

redeeming, lifting and raising the vibratory life of all we touch, in all levels of manifestation of the 

kingdoms of the Earth (mineral, plant, animal, human and Soul).  By our growing Light of 

understanding, through our expanding inclusive Love, by the “inspiring, in-spiraling” power of 

Spirit, we join Him and His co-Workers—Great Disciple Initiates known as the Great Ones Who 

see and know the Way ahead. They respond and serve as a great Redeeming force, a Saving Force, 

for the helping of the race, healing and supporting weary pilgrims, and transmuting the darkened 

veils of earth.  We work not alone.  

† 

THE SAVING FORCE 

 

Let us be reminded of Humanity’s group name and Who we essentially are: “Lords of Will and 

Sacrifice, animated by ceaseless persevering Devotion”. 

As we reflect upon our divine Origins, our consciousness expands.  As we remember being created 

in the image of God, we affirm our-Selves as “Divine Lives”. 

As we attune and are consciously immersed in the energies of Pisces pouring to us through the 

Solar Logos—the Divine Son of God, the Heart of the Sun, let us briefly reflect how far and deep 
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we have immersed ourselves in the dark and dreary vales of Earth, through lives long past in the 

deep night of time. We have heard and responded to the Call for the return to the Father’s Home.  

For a moment more, let us reflect upon Who, and What, is calling us Home.  Pause. 

Immersed in the Saving streaming energy of Pisces, let us choose to “act as if we are” saviors for 

the present-future race of humanity – standing with the Christ and the living, spiritual 

Hierarchy – the Whole-archy of Love!  Yes, let us confirm our mission.  

“The Secret Doctrine has ever taught that mankind has a special function in  saving and 

regenerating nature.  The "saving force"—a circulatory combination of the three major 

energies [Light, Love and Spiritual Will]—is radiated by humanity as a group-creative 

impulse, and this gradually sweeps all forms of life into the field of its magnetic potency, 

thus relating them (or rather the soul of each kingdom) to the Hierarchy and to Shamballa.  

This involves a great mystery which is closely tied up … with the doctrine of Avatars or of 

World Saviours.”  RI, 160  

The world today needs greater numbers identified “as divine lives”.  As the Soul – the Christ in us 

unfolds, we become redeemers saving from the sin of separation and the constancy of fear. We 

save by realizing our essential Unity and helping others to do the same. World events are staged 

now for humanity to express our essential Unity. We extend the “saving force” by developing a 

consciousness of universal inclusiveness.   

Many know the principle that a Greater Life transcends and includes the lesser.  Few yet know 

there need not be a split between the two, nor an insistence to give up ‘this for that’.  We come to 

realize that the “superseding life” carries the energy of the greater Beam – infusing all with Itself.  

As we synchronize our life intention with “Greatness”, the true clears the way to the Greater. What 

“is not real” simply drops away as the Greater, stronger Singer (vibration) sings with life compelling.  

Then, All shall be well – and All is well. ◊ Contemplate. 

As we set our life intention to be in resonance with “What We Truly Are”, the “Saving Force” 

flows through us, moving us into the great redeeming River of Life – whose banks are wide, that 

lifts and heals and purges, making all things true and right and good, setting up conditions for Joy 

to flower, and a freedom hitherto unknown.  This river is a Saving Force.  We enter its strongest 

current by living in the Light of Pisces, the Light “that forever ends the darkness of matter”. 

LET US CONTEMPLATE these thoughts into Being … as our lives become a Saving Force. 
 

֎ 

We conclude with the ancient Affirmation of the Disciple (see link on Pisces FM page website)  

 

“I am a Point of Light within a Greater Light ….”    
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DAY TWO CONTEMPLATION  

 

Given our divine origins and the “Saving” energies of Pisces pouring into and through us, we might ask 

how do we in our true nature become part of the Saving Force? Because of the approach of the Spiritual 

Hierarchy and the growing nearness of the Christ, new Disciplines of Soul and Spirit are available and 

made known to us in the following words of MDK.   
 

"Just as there is a discipline of pain and of sorrow, there is also a discipline of joy and of 

achievement. This is a thought worthy of attention. [People] need these days to learn this new 

truth, and its perception will greatly change human consciousness. That which is bliss is today 

here or on its way, and the disciples and aspirants of this present time must be taught how to 

recognize and implement it." (DNA-II, 671)  This is a right which we must definitely earn. 

 

◊ Let us reflect upon the new truth of the “discipline of joy and of achievement” in and for your own life. 

MDK tells us that Joy is of the Soul.  Let us begin by discerning what Joy is. 

Reflect upon your life and recall instances when joy was present (alone or in a group). 

 

How does joy manifest for you? What are the thoughts and actions surrounding joy, and soul 

achievement, when in expression?  What lights you up? 

 

Is it any clearer why joy is of the Soul and not of the personality?  What lines of thought and 

feeling states call forth joy? And what lines do not? 

 

Consider achievement – Soul achievement, as part of the River of the Saving force.  

 

In learning this new truth, ‘intuit, discern, perceive’ how this would greatly change your life.   

  

As a “perception [that] will greatly change human consciousness”, let us see ourselves moving far from 

the disciplines of pain and sorrow to the disciplines of joy and achievement. Let us recognize joy and soul 

achievement as desirous of cultivation for the new world. 

 

 
◊  ◊  ◊ 

 
“I leave the Father’s Home and turning back, I save.” 

 

“I am the Light of the World.”  
 

† 

 


